TRADITION ALONGSIDE
INNOVATION
MARINE NAVIGATIONAL SUPPLIES

KH Charts is the world’s largest stockist and distributor of paper charts, navigational data and marine technical
publications. A huge amount of resource goes into ensuring up-to-date paper charts and publications are in stock and
fully corrected in multiple strategic locations around the world.

PAPER CHARTS AND PUBLICATIONS
Our charts are kept up-to-date on a daily basis and there are over 50,000 in stock at any one time. The procedures in place allow our skilled
correctors to maintain the highest, Admiralty audited, satndards.
Corrected Admiralty charts, charts of the USA from NOAA and AGA, Australian and Japanese charts are all stocked, as are charts from many
other hydrographic ofices around the world. As the world leader in marine navigational supplies, we also have brands dedicated to the supply of
charts and publications for super yachts and leisure boating.
Our extensive product portfolio and experience enables KH Charts to offer a comlete range of services for the maintenance of your paper
products and safety of life at sea (SOLAS) compliance.

ADMIRALTY
Admiralty produces over 3,300 Standard Nautical Charts and a wide range of thematic charts for specialist use.
Sailing Directions are designed for use by the merchant mariner on all classes of ocean-going vessels with essential information on all aspects of
navigation. Sailing Directions are complementary to Admiralty Standard Nautical Charts and provide worldwide coverage in 74 volumes.
The Admiralty List of Radio Signals provides comprehensive information on all aspects of maritime radio communications. The data is organised
into six volumes, some are divided into several parts for ease of handling.
The Admiralty List of Lights provides extensive information on all lighthouses, lightships, lit loating marks (over 8m in height), fog signals and other
lights of navigational signiicance. Other publications complete the range including titles such as The Mariners Handbook and the Admiralty Guide
to Updating.

NATIONAL CHARTS
KH Charts, as the number one global supplier of navigations charts and publications has agreements in place with relevant national authorities to
enable us to supply you with all your paper chart and publication requirements. In addition to British Admiralty we are oficial distributors of US,
Canadian, Dutch and Japenese charts.

MARINE NAVIGATIONAL SUPPLIES
KH Charts has a solution for every single aspect of marine charts use, management and compliance. These services
have been developed over years of listening to our customers and offer the most lexible, eficient and compliant
solutions.

CHART MAINTENANCE
Charts are continuously being updated, sometimes with a number of corrections needed for each chart along a route. The workload is high
especially when it comes to a vessel carrying many charts covering multiple routes. KH Charts has an extensive tracings service that addresses
this very issue, removing the burden from the mariner and providing a reliable method of ensuring up-to-date folios of charts.
Tracings are distributed weekly or at other intervals according to requirements and can be shipped directly to vessels or consolidated for delivery
to ofices or shipping agents.



Eficient and accurate correcting method
Up to 90% time saving in chart correction process

LOOSE LEAF
One of many solutions irst delivered to the market by KH Charts. This is a Loose Leaf service to the Admiralty List of Lights and Radio Signals.




Eficient and accurate correcting method
Simple single page replacement method
Comes complete in update packs

GLOBAL PRICING
No other chart distributor can offer full global pricing. No matter where you take delivery of products our global pricing scheme means the prices
you pay will stay the same in the same currency. Making things easy... the KH Charts way.

KH Charts
Unit 4, Voltage, Mollison Avenue,
Enield EN3 7XQ, UK
t: +44 (0)1992 805 400 f: +44 (0)1992 805 410
e: khcharts@kelvinhughes.com

KH Charts Netherlands
Klompenmakerstraat 64, 3194 DE Hoogvliet,
Rotterdam, Netherlands
t: +31 10 416 7622 f: +31 10 416 7218

KH Charts Singapore
896 Dunearn Road, #03-05 Sime Darby Centre,
Singapore, 589472
t: +65 6545 9880 f: +65 6545 8892
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